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.:

Define mome' 'of inertia o! a bociy'

Derive an exp- -:sion for the moment of
inerti.a of a thin spherical shell about a

A sphere, a disc ?rrd a ring of the same

radius are allowed to roii from rest down

an incline simultaneously from the :

sarne height without slipping. Prove that
the sphere reaches doryt first, the
next,and the rirlg last'

Or

A solid sphere of mass 1,O0 g and
radius Z'5 crr1 rolls withOut sliding with

2+8= 10

( Twrw Ouer )
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a unifolrir velocity of 10 cm per second
along a straighrt line on a smooth
horizontal table. Calculate its tota-l
energ. anci ener"gr ciue to rotational
r-nctior:.. : 5+5:iC

ilescr':ii:e an accurate method for the
d.el.errnlnaticn of the iiniversal constanr . -

of g:-ai'itati.:nal G. Derive the formula
used-

{hi
/'\*t

De.riye l{epler"s third iaw of planetai'y
mctibr:r starting from Newton's law of
universal gravitation

Calcule-ie the mass cf the sun assuming.
that the earth re\rolves round the sun in
a circular orbit of radius 1.49 x1011 m
in 365 days. Given G=6-66x10-1i S.I.
units.

*:i

Cr

Show ttrat the least velocity witJl which
a bcd3r must be Projected from the
surface of a planet of radius R and mean
density p in order that it may escape
colnpletel3r lu u=R*an@i73. t: 5

..,r:S. iui if,tire earth were a homogeneous sphere
cf iaciius R and a straight hole were i
"oored through its center, show that a
particie dropped into the hole will

: execute a simpie harmonic motion. Find

F

11 !^i

*

aiso its tirne period.

8/X--500/#,fi
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Ar
FA vertical U tube of uniform cross_

section contains rriercuqy up to height
2O cm. Show that if the iiquid on one
side is depressed and then ieieaseii, its
motion up and down the tvro sicles cf ihe
tube is'simple harmonic. Also,.calculate

/b)
Give the theory of a jconrrlou-nd
pendulum and shor.r that the clrrtres
of suspension and oscrllation areinterchangeable. Z+3= l{J

ttre time period. B'r2= 1*

" for the
rnrouf{h a
are the

B+2'i i i]

{ Turn. Gu;y" tr

,*

4. (a.) Derive the relation connecting young,s
-/ modulus y, buik modultrs Ii ""a ituPoisson,s.ratio a. What is the theoretical

limit of the poisson,s ratio o and w.hy?
g+2=1O

-H f ulir-onn beam is fixed at one end and'/ loaded at the cither. Derive a-n
expression for the rlepression of the
loaded end. lO

'Or
Derive poiseuilli,s formuia
volume of a liquid flowing
fr r F,oLuu(, per seCOnd. What
limitations of the formula?

.
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6pg, {S} Derive an expression for the excess

/ presslrre inside a spherical soap bubbie.
:

Or

if a,number of little droplets of water, a-11

of ttie.same radius r coalesce to form a
single drop or radius R, show that the
rise ir:. temperature is 'given'by,

', 3rr1 1)
-l 

-:-- |J \r. R/
:

where f is the surface tension of water
and J is the rnechanical equivaient of
heat.

Calculate the work done in blowing a
soap bubble of radius 10 cm. What
additional work .is required in further
blowing it sq that the radius doubles?
Given surface tension of-soap solution
T = 30 dynelcm.

'.:: :l

'

A c6.pper wire is held at the two ends by

ls'd.:,tpg:** +l 30 oc the wire is just
taught with negligible tension. Find *he

speed of the transverse wave in the wire
when the temperatrrre is reduced to

- , ^11 --, a
10 'C" , Given Y = 1.3 x 10" Xfn",
coefficient of linetrr expansion of ccpper

. --E
cr = 1' 7 x 10-' /"C and density of copper
p=9x103 kg/m3.

F
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Obtain the condition that must be satisfied
i{r:ord.er that a combinatibn of twg lenses of
fdcal lengths Ji 'md /2' separated by a
distance d be achromatic'

Calculate the focJ length of a "lens of flint
glass of dispersive power 0'4 whieh wiil malie
an achromatic doublet with a converginglens
of crown giass of focal length 0'4 m and

F; "6"

dispersive power A'2.

:Or
L6+4-2O

{ Turn Ouer )

With the help of a neat diagram, ,glve the. l

construction and working of 'a Huygens'
eyepiece, ' ' 2a

Show that in the Newton's rings formed
by reflected monochromatic light, tlle
radii of the bright rings are proportional
to the sqtlare root cjf odd naturai
nr.rmbers. 14

:

When a thin sheet of transParent
material of thickness 7' 2xIO-6 m .is
introduced in the path of one of the
interfering bearqs in Young's double-slit
experirnent, the central fringe shifts tb a
position occupied bV the 11th lrright
fringe- if the waveiength'of light used is.

l,=6x10-7 m, find the refractive index
of the material of the sheet. 6

#

?' 
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(b)
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8. (a)

8iH,,-brJi:f *3

:i63
Explain what is meant b5z mean free -path of molecules in a gas. J*r"* arra'ithernean free path of thJgae *otf".riu*in therrn&t equilibrium r_ 

"Opr""r*"i_i"given Oy -!, wher-e n i* tt . *"""rr*
nrEo2''

density and o is the rnoiecular diameter.

Or

lhat do you mean by kinetic
interpretation of temperatur.i Co*p.rt.the average translational kiil;;
-:Trry per molecule in a gas at.o:*- " temperatui-e and hencecalculate the temperature neededto ionize a hydrogen atom. 

";;;."
room temperature = eT "C, Boltzmann."i":T-, 

F = t. 38 x 1^0*23 J / motrecute/K
and leV = li 6 x 1g-le .l :

t+4+4=19

What 
_is 

principle of equipartition ofenergr? Find an expression ior the ratioof 
-the 

specific heats of gases ;;o*eeuipartition theorem. How can youe,xPtln Dulong and petit,s lu._ 
" 
onsPecrtic heats of solids from theequipartiLion tireorem? 2+4+4=LA

F
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(b)
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-t ,.9, From van der Waals'equation of .state, obtain
-/ expressio,ns for the critical temperah;re,

critical pressure and critical volume in terms
of t]-e cor:etants of van der Waa.ls' equation.
Show- ti.rat for a van..d.er Waa-ls' gas
.R - 8P"I/, /$D; where P", V. and T" are the
criticai values of pressure, volume arrd
temperature respectively

Or

Expiain what you understand. by the
therrnodynarnic scale of temperature. Shcw-
that it agrees with an ideal gas scale. 2A

:

1S. Write short notes on anSr two frorn the
following : 1Ox2:2O
tr(aJ brownlan motlorr

F
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,-e) Joule-Thomson effect

.rd)

8/x-sOo/6$

{c) Fermi-Dirac statistics

Reversible and irreversible processes

*kk
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